
oliday omework 

 

With so much time off – it would be easy to sit back, relax and do… NOTHING. 

Before you know it, you’ll be back at school and your brain will have gone ‘rusty’. 

Thankfully, this holiday homework will stop that from happening AND you never know – 

you might have a bit of fun at the same time. 
 

Read at least one challenging book. Write 
about it in less than 100 words. Try to 

think about the whole book rather than 
simply trying to list ALL the things that 

happened. 
 

Example 
This book is about a boy who realises that 
anything can be achieved if you try your 

hardest. Being the youngest of… 

Get someone to test you on your 
multiplication tables and identify some 

that you are finding difficult to remember. 
Find some ingenious ways to learn them. 
You could stick them on post-it notes or 

create a memorable rhyme. Just be careful 
not to try to learn too many at the same 

time. 

Identify something that you did not fully 
understand in class and think of some 

ways you can improve your understanding 
during the break. Perhaps you need to 

speak to an ‘expert’ or do some research. 

Read an article in a children’s newspaper 
or watch a report on a children’s news 

programme – either live or online. Choose 
one that you think other children will be 
interested in (and perhaps won’t have 
seen already) and write about it. Think 

about how you will engage your audience. 
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